Birthday / Anniversary Programs
The Highest Return on Your Marketing Dollar

Just about everyone has participated in a Birthday or Anniversary program at some point. Taking advantage of
that free Birthday meal or discounted retail item is a consumer rite of passage. More importantly for our customers,
a properly executed Birthday and/or Anniversary Club program is an efficient marketing tool that can be a huge
financial boon.

A little known secret is that Birthday and Anniversary programs commonly

generate response rates in the double digits. Many have been known to
generate 20% to 30% returns and additionally help boost long-term retention rates!

Timeliness and Personalization

The key benefit of a Birthday or Anniversary program is the timeliness of the communication. It creates the
personalization that is so essential to making an emotional connection focused on your company’s brand values.
Unfortunately, companies often pass on these programs because of common misconceptions. Be aware of the following:
1) Birthday/Anniversary programs are deployed by

3) Birthday/Anniversary programs are simple to

companies with premium brands. For example,
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how to administer these programs so they not only
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or during your Anniversary month getting a free “gift”
when you purchase over $500 at a noted jewelry store.

“We mail over 80,000 mailers every month to our Birthday and Anniversary
members and have consistently received over 30% results for the last 8
years. This is by far the most
marketing we do.”
Matt Coulter - Don Jose Restaurants
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